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Part I 

Answer all 28 questions in this part. Each correct answerwill receive 2 credits. No partial credit 
will be allowed. For each question, write on the separate answer sheet the numeral preceding the 
word or expression that best completes the statement or answers the question. [56] 

Use this space for 
1 Line segment AB is shown in the diagram below. computations. 

Xl 

~II 


XiII 


Which two sets of construction marks, labeled I, II, III, and IV, 
are part of the construction of the perpendicular bisector of line 
segmentAB? 

(1) I and II (3) II and III 

(§ I and III (4) II and IV 

2 If !::'JKL - !::'MNO, which statement is always true? 

(1) LKLJ - LNMO @JL - MO 

(2) LKJL:::: LMON (4) JK:::: ON 
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Use this space for 
computations.3 	 In the diagram below, £:"A'B'G' is a transformation of £:"ABG, and 

£:"A"B"C" is a transformation of £:"A'B'G'. 

y 

e B 
B' B" e" 

'~,~--q 
,, I\1 e' 

, I 

A 
, I 

, I [7
, I 

" A' A" 
~---------------r--------------~X 

The composite transformation of MBG to £:"A"B"G" is an example 
ofa 

(1) reflection followed by a rotation 

(2) reflection followed by a translation 

~ translation followed by a rotation 

0!Y translation followed by a reflection 
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4 In the diagram below of 6ACE, medians AD, EB, and CF intersect 
at G. The length of FG is 12 cm. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

A 

What is the length, in centimeters, of GC? 

(3) 6@24 
(2) 12 (4) 4 

5 In the diagram below of circle 0, chord AB is parallel to chord CD. 

Which statement must be true? 

@Ac' - ill (3) AB :::: CD 

(2) AB:::: CD (4) ABi5 - CviJ 
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Use this space for 
6 In the diagram below, line p intersects line m and line n. computations. 

p 

7:x ~ C)~t30 
~--------------+-------------~n 

;Ax ". >D 

)( -; 15.---------~~----------------.m 

If mL1 = ix and mL2 = 5x + 30, lines m and n are parallel when x 
equals 

(1) 12.5 (3) 8i.5 


@15 (4) 105 


7 	In the diagram of ~KLM below, mLL = 70, mLM = 50, and MK is 
extended through N. 

L 

N K 	 M 

What is the measure of LLKN? 

(3) 1800 

(4) 3000 
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Use this space for 
8 Iftwo distinct planes, a and 13, are perpendicular to line c, then whi~h computations. 
~ementistrue? 

{Q)) Planes a and 13 are parallel to each other. 

(2) 	 Planes a and 13 are perpendicular to each other. 

(3) 	 The intersection of planes a and 13 is a line parallel to line c. 

(4) 	 The intersection of planes a and 13 is a line perpendicular to 

line c. 


9 What is the length of the line segment whose endpoints are 

~-~ and B(7,4)? (3) ~205 Jr-:"t---l/-7-:-)-1-.--f-{-~-..,-\{)i-
lW {89 (4) ";233 

it; 4 -r?-5 -
if F g 

10 What is an equation of circle 0 shown in the graph below? 

y 

x 

(Q!J (x + 1)2 + (y - 3)2 = 25 

(2) (x - 1)2 + (y + 3)2 = 25 

(3) (x - 5)2 + (y + 6)2= 25 

(4) (x + 5)2 + (y - 6)2 = 25 
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11 In the diagram below, parallelogram ABCD has diagonalsAC andBD 
that intersect at point E. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

D C 

V<l
A 	 B 

\Vhich expression is not always true? 

(1) 	 LDAE - LBCE @ AC - DB 

(2) 	 LDEC - LBEA (4) DE - EB 

12 	The volume, in cubic centimeters, of a sphere whose diameter is J 
6 centimeters is ~1/ 	- J-1}.. 
(1) 	 121T (3) 481T .., J 
(2) 	 361T (4) 2881T 

... -

13 	The equation of line k is y = !x - 2. The equation of line m is 
- 2x + 6y = 18. Lines k and mare /11) ~ .J
@ parallel /Y1 ~ :t- -:.1- \. ).. "3 
(2) perpendicular e 6 ') 
(3) 	 the same line 

(4) 	 neither parallel nor perpendicular 
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Use this space for 
14 What are the center and the radius of the circle whose equation,is computations. 

(x - 5)2 + (y + 3)2 = 16? 

(1) 	 (-5,.3) and 16 ~ (-.5,.3) and 4 

(2) 	 (5, -3) and 16 ~ (5,-3) and 4 

15 	Triangle ABC has vertices A(O,O), B(3,2), and C(O,4). This triangle 
may be classified as 

(1) equilateral (3) right


@isosceles (4) scalene 


16 	In rhombus ABCD, the diagonals AC and BD intersect at E. 
IfAE = 5 and BE = 12, what is~ength ofAB? 

(1) 	 7 lSJ13 
(2) 	 10 (4) 17 iJ c 
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Use this space for 
17 In the diagram below of circle 0, PA is tangent to circle ° at A, and computations. 

PBC is a secant with points Band C on the circle. 

y(xilf) ~ ? L 


Lf'x tl~ ~ 6'-1
p 

Lf y ~ ~g 

X ~ l~ 
If PA = 8 and PB = 4, what is the length of BC? 

(1) 	 20 (3) 15 

(2) 	 16 @ 12 

18 	Lines In and n intersect at point A. Line k is perpendicular to both 
lines Iil and 11 at point A. Which statement must be tme? 

(1) 	 Lines In, n, and k are in the same plane. 

(2) 	 Lines m and n are in two different planes. 

(3) Lines m and n are perpendicular to each other. 


® Line k is perpendicular to the plane containing lines m and n. 


19 	In 6DEF, mLD = 3x + 5, mLE = 4x - 1.5, and mLF = 2x + 10. 
Which statement is tme? 

@VF=FE (3) mLE = mLF 

(2) 	 DE = FE (4) mLV = mLF 

1x+ 5 +4.x-)' fJ-x+/O d?6 
CJ)' ~/go 

,X ~)O 
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--+----J~p 

Use this space for 
computations.20 	As shown in the diagram below, 6ABC ~ 6DEF, AB = 7x, BC = 4, 

DE = 7, andEF = x. 

A 

D 

7x 7 ....--- ~ -7x 	 If X 

7x L ~J% 

7 

B 4 C E x F xJ,- ~ y 
vVhat is the length ofAB? 

(1) 	 28 @14 X~~ 
(2) 	 2 (4) 4 

21 	A man wants to place a new bird bath in his yard so that it is 30 feet 

from a fence,f, and also 10 feet from a light pole, P. As shown in the 
diagram below, the light pole is 35 feet away from the fence. 

f 

~~--30 
I 
\ 

How many locations are possible for the bird bath? 

~ 1 (3) 3 

~ 2 (4) 0 
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Use this space for 
computations.22 	As shown on the graph below, 6.R'S'T' is the image of 6.RST under 

a single transformation. 

y 

Which transformation does this ~h represent? 

(1) glide reflection <tJiJ rotation 

(2) 	 line reflection (4) translation 

23 Which line is parallel to the line whose equation is 4x + 3y = 7 and 
also passes through the point (-5,2)? 

~ 4x + 3y = -26 (3) 3x + 4y = -7 

~ 4x + 3y = -14 (4) 3x + 4y = 14 

y~/Yl~}-h 

;) 0 --ff)jf to 

) 	 <> 4-Jf--+-1 
,.)'1 

~ 	 b 
3 
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Use this space for 
24 If the vertex angles of two isosceles triangles are congruent, then the computations. 

triangles must be 

(1) 	 acute ~ right 

(2) 	 congruent ~similar 

25 	Which quadrilateral has diagonals that always bisect its angles and 
also bisect each other? 

@ rhombus 	 (3) parallelogram 

(2) 	 rectangle (4) isosceles trapezoid 

26 	\;\Then 6.ABC is dilated by a scale factor of 2, its image is 6.A'B'C'. 
\Vhich statement is true? 

~AC~A'C' 


~LA~ LA' 


(3) 	 perimeter of 6.ABC = perimeter of 6.A'B'C' 

(4) 	 2(area of 6.ABC) = area of 6A'B'C' 
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Use this space for 
27 \"hat is the slope of a line that is perpendicular to the line whose computations. 

equation is 3x + 5y = 4? 

(1) 	 -~ 
(2) 	 3 

5 

,>-
S 

28 	In the diagram below of right triangle ABC, altitude BD is drawn to 
hypotenuse AC, AC = 16, and CD = 7. 

C~ 7 .-Dr-_______ ______~__________~A 

~~ ~ 9· 7 
/:L::b3 

B 	 x~i?J 
What is the length of BD? x	 5 f9.f7 
@)3~ 	 (3) 7-./3 

(2) 	4~ (4) 12 .Y~ 3iY 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

29 	Given the tll1e statement, "The medians of a triangle are concunent," write the negation of the 
statement and give the tll1th value for the negation. 

[h M-e~La ~ s c) r tZ {Ylt017/L qyv 

}7 () t cun 6/J rvc,Yl-f-
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30 Using a compass and straightedge, on the diagram below of RS, construct an equilateral triangle 

with RS as one side. [Leave all construction marks.] 

R 

.~ 
! 

s 
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31 	The Parkside Packing Company needs a rectangular shipping box. The box must have a length of 
11 inches and a width of 8 inches. Find, to the nearest tenth ofan inch, the minimum height of the 
box such that the volume is at least 800 cubic inches. 

Geometry - June'l1 	 [J ()1 



32 	A pentagon is drawn on the set of axes below. If the pentagon is reflected over the y-axis, 
determine if this transformation is an isometry. 
Justif~' :onr answer. [The use of the set of ,L'(es below is optional.] 

y 

L~______ 
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33 In the diagram below of MBG, D is a point onAB, E is a point on BG, AG II DE, GE = 25 inches, 
AD = 18 inches, and DB = 12 inches. Find, to the nearest tenth ofan inch, the length of EB. 

c 

A 
l~ D J~ B 

IA
X- -5 ---J-) / Y 

!Jf~~
) )r 

X ~/b.7 
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34 In circle 0, diameter RS has endpoints R(3a,2b - 1) and S(a - 6,4b + .5). Find the coordinates of 
point 0, in terms of a and b. Express your answer in simplest form. 

Geometry - June 'II [19] [OVER] 



Part III 

Answer all 3 questions· in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

35 	On the set of coordinate axes below, graph the locus of points that are equidistant from the lines 
y = 6 and y = 2 and also graph the locus of points that are 3 units from the y-mds. State the 
coordinates ofall points that satisf)! both conditions. 

y 

.. ,l3J li),r ..- ; ..  -":-;'-, 

~----------~~-----r~--~-+------~----~--~--~--~~X 

., .. 
I 

I 
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36 In the diagram below, tangent ML and secant MNK are drawn to circle O. 
,,--.. ---- ,,--..

The ratio mLN:mNK:mKL is 3:4:5. Find mLLMK. 

qO~J/D:I)O 
L 

M 

'7 X +Ify -t <)X .:; )/:, 0 

)J- X c 36D 
X -: 3D 
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37 Solve the following system of equations graphically. 

2x2 - 4x = Y + 1 Y ~ J-X 1-- 9X - ) 
x+y=l 

y ~ -x + I 

.•. ····_···r··...... f\ , 

y 

! 

! I:"'
,~ . i .. ........_..._

! 
I,....~ 

II: f\ 

i"'-
_._. "'-

I 

... 

~ ........... :-·-r-T 

III ..~ i I 

I ""5;J ~Ji,I rl-! 
; , x! 

_ )i, I \ I"J / 1 ! 
I i1 ! , " /N;r'l\ -1 I 

I 

R 
.\Ij 

! 
• 

!• ! ; 

. ! 
, 

i~ 
! ! 

"tJ..........•• .-.. 


i"'
...........
!. 

I '\!I !····t=-1=~t 
I " 

i 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. The answer should 
be written in pen. [6] 

38 	In the diagram below, PA and PB are tangent to circle 0, OA and OB are radii, and OP intersects 
the circle at c. 
Prove: LAOP - LBOP 

!fB c7.y~~Yll.er:i 

p 

(JJ fA a,}lJJ 

tv GjYC)~ ~ (J.A an~ 08 
a rt rt1t~; i.J Q h tA 0 P 
j n+-Lv)f ~f) +~ c}l'('c,/e a-l- C( 

(j) oA ~ 08 
(j) 6P ~ 0J5 
tqJ SA J.. fA a"nA Q§ J.. P8 
IJ/ 

@ LPAo anA 1-180 a r~ r)1lrf 
a:nt:;!l-s 
L jJA D 2' L-/[fo 

LJ. A oP?i A flOP 

L Aof ~ L 1301l 


(j) ~ Jl r,;t}./i C<.rC a>nre.,+ 
cD kFl~x )'//e !yv!dty 
@ 1cl11'¥f1,f; /0 cv 

c)rv7~ aY0 J- Ie) 0\.

-aAJlJ) a1 tt !or~-f 
on --rk circi~ (fJ 	/Je()h I/-ill.. CJ {' -L 

6J jJ// Y)ph-f a~/tS' art {LJn frl~ 
~ NL 

CPCTC 
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